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Consider the model of grammar advocated in Chomsky ������ ������ a non�recursive set of
phrase structure rules generates kernel sentences	 To these kernel sentence structures singulary
transformations are applied� such as a
x hopping and passive� and the resultant derived kernel
sentences are combined using generalized transformations	 Such generalized transformations build
multi�clausal syntactic structures from simpler ones and are exploited to handle the phenomena
of sentential complementation and coordination	 The generalized transformation for sentential
subjects given in Chomsky ������� for example� looks as follows�

��� Structural Analysis of S�� NP � V P

of S�� X �NP � Y �X or Y may be null�
Structural Change� �X� �X� �X� �X� �X��� X� � to �X� �X�

This generalized transformation selects a sentence S�� deletes its subject NP� prexes it by the
lexical item to and inserts the result into an NP position in another clause	 Thus� given the kernel
sentences in ���a� this generalized transformation produces the sentence in ���b	

��� a	 S�� John � prove the theorem
S�� � � it � is di
cult

b	 � � to prove the theorem � is di
cult

In Chomsky ������� it was observed that the function of generalized transformations� that of
building arbitrarily large pieces of phrase structure� can be taken over by the base component if
phrase structure rules are not prevented from applying recursively	 This seems appropriate since
this restriction on the form of the base was an unnatural one to begin with� and as a result of
this revision in the model� the need for generalized transformations in the grammar is obviated	
Moreover� as Chomsky points out� a model of grammar which allows generalized transformations
is less restrictive than one which does not	 Since it appears that the power lent by generalized
transformations to a grammar is never fully exploited� Chomsky proposes that they be eliminated
from the theory of grammar on the ground that the theory of grammar should allow only grammars
of possible natural languages	
There are� however� reasons why the elimination of generalized transformations is not entirely

benecial	 At the empirical level� Chomsky ������ points out that under standard assumptions
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governing which elements may be generated at the level of D�structure� the phenomenon of tough�
movement necessitates recourse to generalized transformation�like devices� since the subjects of
predicates such as tough or easy do not receive theta roles� but are rather licensed via predication�
they cannot be inserted by the base component at D�structure� as D�structure is supposed to be
�pure representation of GF����	 Chomsky notes that the solution advocated in Chomsky �������
that lexical insertion may take place after D�structure� is inadequate since these subjects can be
arbitrarily complex� perhaps even containing another instance of tough�movement� as seen in ���	

��� That the economy was di
cult to control is easy to see	

In order to derive such examples� we need to allow for parallel derivations of the subject clause and
the remainder of the sentence� proceeding from distinct D�structures which are integrated prior to
S�structure	 This integration no doubt calls for a device similar to generalized transformations	
There is also a conceptual argument for retaining in the theory of grammar generalized transformation�

like operations which compose phrase structure from smaller pieces	 When phrase structure is built
compositionally� the initial chunks constitute a natural domain over which grammatical processes
might be dened	 Consequently� the existence of locality conditions on such processes could be
derived from the very nature of the grammatical derivation	 Indeed� in Chomsky�s ������ �����
generalized transformation�based theory� the kernel sentences formed the domain over which oblig�
atory transformations applied	 In standard versions of GB theory� though� in which the initial level
of grammatical representation is a single� potentially unbounded� phrase marker� locality results
only from explicit stipulation	
Given these reasons for permitting the use of generalized transformations� let us reconsider the

force of the arguments against them	 First� there is the question of the recursive application of
the base	 At least since the work of Stowell ������� it has been widely accepted that the grammar
does not contain an explicit set of phrase structure rules in the sense of Aspects	 Instead� the
set of allowable structural congurations is deduced from more general constraints on structural
well�formedness� and the residue of phrase structure rules that does remain� i	e	� X�bar theory� is
viewed as a set of well�formedness conditions rather than as rewrite rules	 This being the case� the
unnaturalness of the stipulation that phrase structure rules may not apply recursively disappears�
there is no set of phrase structure rules which is applying at all� recursively or otherwise	
The second objection against generalized transformations deals with their excessive descriptive

power	 One aspect of this lack of restrictiveness shows up as the systematic absence of certain
cases of extrinsic ordering among transformations	 As Fillmore ������ noted in the context of the
LSLT theory� there seem to be no cases of ordering among generalized transformations� or cases
of a singulary transformation which must apply to a matrix sentence prior to the application of
a certain generalized embedding transformation	� Generalized transformations of the sort we are
considering are unrestrictive also in their expressiveness	 They can be written to rearrange pieces
of two independent phrase markers in complex ways	 However� such power was not exploited�
typically generalized transformations were used only to substitute one structure into another	 Fur�
ther� generalized transformations are able to add and delete specic lexical material	 In the case
in ���� we see addition of the innitival marker to� and in other cases conjunctions such as and
and but were added by a generalized transformation	 Under contemporary assumptions concerning
the constrained nature of grammatical principles and operations� however� these sorts of opera�
tion will surely be disallowed	 Extrinsic ordering among operations have long since been banished
from syntactic theory	 And just as construction�specic transformations of the Aspects model have

�Fillmore�s own response to these observations is to construct a theory in which these absences follow from the
very nature of the derivations� See Fillmore ��	�
� for further details� and Bach ��	��� for illuminating discussion�
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given way to the more general operation of move��� so too can we expect complex language and
construction�specic generalized transformations to be replaced by universally applicable opera�
tions	 This removes the possibility of the arbitrary rearrangement of tree structures and addition
of lexical material� and under this view of generalized transformations� there remains no conceptual
reason to exclude them from the grammar	
Such a line has indeed been taken up in the �minimalist framework� of Chomsky ������	 Chomsky

proposes to eliminate the D�structure level of representation and instead to derivationally compose
phrase structure out of individual X�bar projections	 These projections are combined using two u�
niversally applicable generalized transformations� GT and adjunction	 Unfortunately� Chomsky�s
particular system of generalized transformations has some unnatural properties� and su�ers from
certain empirical problems	 First� in this system one is forced to stipulate a distinction between
certain applications of the generalized transformations GT and applications of adjunction	 In par�
ticular� all applications of GT which occur prior to spell�out� and more generally all applications
of substitution� must �extend� their target� while instances of adjunction need not	 Further� the
extension constraint �coupled with a shortest move requirement� uniformly rules out instances of
long�movement� both grammatical and ungrammatical	
In this paper� we continue our exploration� now of some year�s duration� of a particular �compo�

sitional theory of phrase structure�� one related to Chomsky�s recent work as he himself notes� but
making use of di�erent operations from those he employs �cf	 Kroch and Joshi ����� ����� Kroch
and Santorini ����� Frank ����� Frank and Kroch ����� inter alia�	 In particular� we exploit the
combinatorial operations of Tree Adjoining Grammar �TAG�� namely adjoining and substitution	
This system avoids the unnecessary distinction between Chomsky�s two modes of phrase structure
composition� GT and adjunction� as to which constraints apply to which mode of phrase struc�
ture composition	 In fact� the use of the TAG operations enables us to eliminate completely the
requirement that certain applications of generalized transformations extend their target	 Instead�
the empirical consequences of this stipulation follow from the nature of the TAG adjoining oper�
ation	 We will see how the operation of adjoining provides a new perspective on the interaction
of phrase structure composition and movement transformations� dependencies which have tradi�
tionally been taken to involve iterated applications of move�� over unbounded domains will be
shown to necessitate only local transformational movement� coupled with the machinery of phrase
structure composition	 Additionally� our proposal permits us to resolve the tension between two
conceptions of economy of derivation� shortest links or fewest operations� which arises in cases of
successive cyclic movement	 We do this by giving content to the operation Form�Chain as a prim�
itive operation which maps elementary phrase structure objects onto elementary objects	 Next we
show that the TAG interpretation of generalized transformations allows us to express dependencies
created both by successive cyclic and by long movement	 Finally� we demonstrate that in spite
of the absence of unbounded movement and intermediate traces in our derivational model� we see
that it nonetheless provides an understanding of certain connectivity e�ects and yields an elegant
account of the scope possibilities that arise out of wh�movement	

� The Minimalist Framework and Generalized Transformations

Before proceeding� it will be useful to review the proposal for phrase structure composition using
generalized transformations developed in Chomsky ������	 Chomsky proposes to eliminate a D�
structure level of representation� a level which provides a pure representation of thematic relations�
GF���	 Instead� during the course of a derivation� an LF phrase marker is constructed out of
individual phrasal projections	 In order to provide a PF representation� the operation spell�out
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applies to the constructed phrase marker at some point in the derivation	 This branching point
is not intended to constitute a level of representation� and in particular cannot be the locus of
application for what have been thus far assumed to be S�structure conditions on well�formedness	
In a derivation in this model� the lexicon interfaces with what Chomsky calls the �computational

system� of syntax by providing �partial� projections which satisfy X�bar theory	 Thus� a verb might
be drawn from the lexicon as a V�� V� or VP projection	 Such partial projections are combined
using one of two generalized transformation�like operations� GT and adjunction	 The rst of these
operations� GT� is a binary substitution operation	 Given two pieces of phrase structure � and � �
GT targets some node n within � 	 It then creates a further projection of n and attaches � as the
daughter of this projection so that the root of � and n are sisters	 As an example� suppose that we
have drawn the verb hit from the lexicon as the V� projection shown in ���a	 Suppose also that we
have some other previously constructed structure� say the DP shown in ���b	 Now� GT can apply
by targeting the V� node of the projection of hit with the DP� creating a V� level of projection and
attaching the DP as sister to V� and daughter to V�	 The result is shown in ���c	

��� a	 �v hit�
b	 �dp the ball�
c	 �v� �v hit� �dp the ball��

Note that since GT always creates a further projection of the targeted node� this targeted node
must be either an X� or X� level of projection� assuming a version of X�bar theory which allows
only two bar levels	 Thus� any structure � which is attached through GT will be placed either in
a specier or complement position� rendering all applications of GT equivalent to substitution	
The second operation� adjunction� behaves similarly to GT	 However� the parent node which

is created upon attaching the structure � to the targeted node is not a further projection of the
targeted node� but is rather an additional segment of the category of that node	� To take an
example� suppose that we have already derived the VP structure in ���a	 We might now draw the
adverb quickly from the lexicon as a fully projected AdvP� as in ���b� and target the VP node with
this AdvP using adjunction	 The resulting structure is shown in ���c	

��� a	 �vp read a book�
b	 �advp quickly�
c	 �vp �vp read a book� �advp quickly��

Derivations will proceed in general by drawing elements from the lexicon� combining them to�
gether using GT and adjunction to build complex phrase markers� and combining these complex
phrase markers together to build still more complex phrase markers	 Intermingled among these
applications of GT and adjunction� Chomsky also allows the application of move��	 In this frame�
work� move�� can be seen as the singulary version of GT	 That is� given a single piece of phrase
structure � � a node n within � can be targeted with some piece of structure drawn from within �
itself	 Consider� for instance� a derivation in which we have already derived the C� phrase marker
shown in ���a	 We can now apply move�� by targeting the C� root node by the DP what� to produce
the structure in ���b	�

�Chomsky ��		� abandons inherent distinctions between X� and XP nodes� but rather derives the notion of
maximal projection relationally� a maximal projection is a node which is not itself further projected� Nonetheless�
this system of �bare phrase structure� preserves the formal di�erence between segments and categories so as to
distinguish the manner of projection during adjunction and substitution� Consequently� the dichotomy of the two
operations of GT and adjunction must be preserved�

�We can now observe that the operation of move�� is identical in character to the generalized transformations
GT and adjunction in Chomsky�s system� in the sense that they all apply together as derivational operations� One
might wonder whether it is appropriate to collapse these two types of operation� especially in light of Fillmore�s
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��� a	 �c� �ip Sally heard �dp what���
b	 �cp �dp what� �c� �ip Sally heard ti���

This model of grammar has a number of interesting properties	 First� the lack of a level of
representation which is a pure expression of GF��� leads to the result that thematic relations
are fully represented only at LF	 Thus� LF must also be the level at which the analog of the
theta criterion� presumably now subsumable under the Principle of Full Interpretation� is checked	
Moreover� the absence of any syntactic level of representation other than LF obviates the need
for the Projection Principle� there are no relations which need to be preserved across levels of
representation	

� Cyclicity and the Extension Requirement

Consider now examples like ���	

��� � Hughi seemed � it is certain � ti to like pizza��

In Chomsky�s system� cases like this can be derived as follows� using only iterated applications of
the operation GT� the following structural representation is built�

��� �i� seemed �i� is certain �Hugh to like pizza���

At this point in the derivation� we move the embedded subject Hugh from its �spec�ip� position
directly to the matrix �spec�ip� position yielding�

��� �ip Hughi �i� seemed �i� is certain � ti to like pizza���

Chomsky imposes a �shortest move� requirement on the application of move��� which he in turn
aims to derive from principles of economy	 This requirement� which demands that the landing site of
movement be the closest possible position in which movement could have stopped� imposes certain
types of locality on grammatical movement	� Note that the movement in ��� does not violate this
requirement� precisely because there is no �spec�ip� position intervening between the position of
the trace and the landing site present at this stage in the derivation	 Now� we invoke one more
application of GT� targeting the intermediate I�� we attach a DP projection of the expletive it as
the specier of this clause	 The result is example ���	
Since this derivation has produced an ungrammatical sentence� an instance of �super raising��

something has evidently gone wrong	 Chomsky suggests that the problem with this derivation is
a violation of cyclicity	 We have performed an operation on the matrix clause� movement of the
DP subject to its �spec�ip� position� and then returned to performing an operation on the clause
which it embeds� attaching the expletive as its subject	 To rule out this unwanted derivation�
Chomsky formulates what seems to be a minimal complication to his system� applications of
substitution� including GT and move��� must target the highest node in a phrase marker that is
being constructed	 In other words� application of substitution must extend the targeted phrase
marker upwards	 We will henceforth refer to this requirement as the extension requirement	 With
the extension requirement in place� it is straightforward to observe that the derivation given above
for ��� is impossible	 Insertion of the expletive it is blocked since it takes place internal to the

��	�
� insight concerning the dichotomy in ordering among generalized and singulary transformations� The proposal
we make in this paper imposes a sharp distinction between the two� allowing only generalized transformations as
derivational operations� In section � we see how this di�erence is exploited in the explanation of locality e�ects�

�The necessity of such a locality requirement in Chomsky�s system derives� we claim� from the fact that the
fundamental objects which enter into the derivation� i�e�� the partial projections of lexical elements� are too small to
e�ectively localize movement� See section � below�
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previously constructed phrase marker and would not extend the target	 If we now try to insert the
expletive it prior to performing the raising� so as to satisfy the extension requirement� we violate
the shortest move requirement instead	
While the extension requirement is adequate for the case at hand� it brings with it a number of

conceptual oddities	 First of all� it introduces an otherwise unmotivated distinction between the
two generalized transformations� since it must be taken to apply only to applications of substitution
and not to applications of adjunction	 Indeed� the system that Chomsky outlines crucially exploits
the idea that adjunction but not substitution can take place acyclically� to deal with certain data
concerning reconstruction	 Even if another solution is found in this case� applications of head
movement by adjunction will necessarily violate the extension requirement	 If a head H is to
adjoin to a higher head J � then under usual assumptions concerning head movement� H must be
the head of the complement of J 	 In order for J to have a structurally represented complement�
though� it must project to at least a single bar level	 But� now if H adjoins to J � it does not extend
the phrase marker since this would require targeting the maximal projection of J rather than J

itself	
Apart from this distinction between applications of substitution and of adjunction� the extension

requirement also distinguishes among subclasses of substitutions	 In particular� only substitutions
which take place prior to spell�out are subject to the extension requirement	 While one might
view this as an accidental property of Chomsky�s system� assumed only for the purposes of �con�
creteness�� the distinction actually proves crucial	 If all instances of structural case are checked via
spec�head agreement with some AGR projection� then any language which does not require that
its structural case be checked by spell�out will necessarily use non�extending applications of GT	
Consider the checking of accusative case in English	 It is uncontroversial to assume that English
main verbs do not raise as high as T overtly	 Since DP objects follow verbs in English� this tells us
that an accusative case marked object cannot have moved to �spec�agrpO� prior to spell�out	
Thus� the representation of a transitive sentence at the point of spell�out will look as follows
�possible movement of V to AGRO aside��

���� �agrpS Lucy AGRS �tp T �agrO
� AGRO �vp adores lettuce����

Now� when the DP moves to �spec�agrpO� after spell�out it will target a node AGRO
� which is

not the highest in the phrase marker� and therefore will violate the extension requirement	
It would of course be desirable if we could eliminate such prima facie odd stipulations as con�

straints on derivations	 Indeed� given the possibility of deriving locality constraints directly from
a compositional model of phrase structure mentioned above� it would seem desirable to eliminate
entirely constraints on locality such as the shortest move and extension requirements so much as
possible	 In the next section� we will consider a composition system of phrase structure which does
just this	

� An Alternative Theory of Generalized Transformations� Tree

Adjoining Grammar

The TAG formalism �Joshi� Levy and Takahashi ����� Joshi ����� Kroch and Joshi ����� was
developed some twenty years ago as a mathematically restrictive formulation of phrase structure
composition� inspired in part by Chomsky�s earlier work on generalized transformations	 As such�
it provides an alternative to Chomsky�s ������ proposals	 In TAG� structural representations are
built out of pieces of phrase structure� called elementary trees� which are taken as atomic by the
formal system	 These trees can be combined using one of two operations	 The rst of these�
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substitution� plays a role somewhat similar to that of Chomsky�s GT	 Given the structure in ����a�
we can substitute the structure in ����b at the YP node along the frontier yielding the structure
in ����c	

���� a	
XP
����
XXXX

ZP X YP

b	
YP
����
XXXX

ZP Y WP

c	
XP
����
XXXX

ZP X YP
����
XXXX

ZP Y WP

Like GT� the substitution operation can be used to insert XPs into the argument positions of
syntactic predicates	 Consider the tree in ����a� whose phrase structural assumptions are similar
to those of Stowell ������ and Chomsky ������	 If we treat this as an elementary tree� we can use
substitution to insert the DP elementary tree in ����b into the object position of the verb in ����a�
yielding the structure in ����c	

���� a	
CP
�

�
b
b

C IP
�

�
b
b

DP I�

�
�
b
b

I VP
�

�
b
b

V

read

DP

b	
DP
�

�
b
b

D

the

NP

book
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c	
CP
�

�
b
b

C IP
�

�
b
b

DP I�

�
�
b
b

I VP
�

�
�

P
P
P

V

read

DP
�
�

b
b

D

the

NP

book

Note that this operation is distinct from GT in that the site of substitution� in the above example
DP� must be present in the elementary tree into which the substitution occurs	 In contrast� when
GT applies� the site which is targeted is augmented with an additional level of projection to
accommodate the attachment of the new structure	 This operation� then� violates the formulation
of cyclicity imposed by Chomsky�s extension requirement since it adds structure to an internal
node	
The second TAG operation� that of adjoining� has no real analog in Chomsky�s system	 Where

substitution permits structure to be added only along the frontier of an elementary tree� i	e	 along
the edges� adjoining allows the insertion of a piece of phrase structure inside the body of another
elementary tree	 To do this� adjoining requires the use of an elementary object having a special
form� one which is recursive in that its root is categorially identical to one of the nodes along its
frontier	 Elementary trees having this property we will call auxiliary trees� and the recursive node
on the frontier we will call the foot node of the auxiliary tree	 Elementary trees which are not
auxiliary trees are sometimes called initial trees	 An example of an auxiliary tree� recursive on YP�
is given in ����	

����
YP
�

�
b
b

Y ZP
�

�
b
b

Z YP

Now� given an auxiliary tree A� recursive on a node YP� the adjoining operation can apply to some
other elementary tree T containing a node labeled YP by removing the subtree of T dominated by
YP leaving behind just a copy of the YP node at the root of this subtree� attaching the root A to
this YP node� and reattaching the subtree of T to the foot node of A	 The result of adjoining ����
into the elementary tree in ����a at the YP node� then� is given in ����b	

���� a	
XP
�

�
b
b

X YP
�

�
b
b

Y ZP
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b	
XP
�

�
b
b

X YP
�

�
b
b

Y ZP
�

�
b
b

Z YP
�

�
b
b

Y ZP

The recursive character of auxiliary trees provides us with another view of the adjoining operation�
it is a domination�preserving expansion of a single node in a piece of phrase structure into a larger
structure	 If the inserted structure did not have identically labeled root and foot nodes as in an
auxiliary tree� then either the original parent of the adjoining site would come to dominate a node
of a di�erent label� or the label of the root of the subtree excised during the adjoining operation
would not be preserved	
Note that in case the root node of an auxiliary tree directly dominates the foot node� the adjoining

operation functions in a fashion similar to Chomsky�s adjunction operation	 The recursion in the
auxiliary tree serves only to introduce an additional segment of a given structural node	 Thus� to
attach a prepositional phrase to an NP it modies� we might make use of the following auxiliary
tree�

����
NP
�

�
b
b

NP PP
�

��
a
aa

P

on

DP
�

��
H
HH

the table

Application of the adjoining operation using this auxiliary to the NP node in ����b yields the
following derived structure�

����
DP
�
�

��

P
P
PP

D

the

NP
�
���
P
PPP

NP

book

PP
�
��
a
aa

P

on

DP
�
��

H
HH

the table

This derived structure might then be substituted into a DP argument slot� as before	
Of course� auxiliary trees need not be limited to such restricted forms	 Thus� by taking advantage

of the fact that the node label of clausal complements is identical with the root of an embedding
clause� i	e	� CP� we can utilize the adjoining operation to introduce instances of clausal comple�
mentation	 An auxiliary tree representing a clause with the predicate think might look as follows�
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����
CP
�

�
b
b

C IP
�

�
b
b

DP I�

�
�
b
b

I VP
�

�
b
b

V

think

CP

During the derivation of a sentence like ����� this CP auxiliary might adjoin to the root CP node
of the elementary tree in ����a to produce the structure in ����	

���� Lisa thinks that I read the book	
����

CP
�

�
b
b

C IP
�

�
b
b

DP I�

�
�
b
b

I VP
��

��
PP
PP

V

think

CP
�
�

b
b

C IP
�
�

b
b

DP I�

�
�
b
b

I VP
�
�

b
b

V

read

DP

When adjoining takes place at the root of an elementary tree� the resultant structure can also
be produced using substitution	 In this case� the subordinate clause CP elementary tree could
be substituted into the matrix elementary tree at the CP frontier node	 A derived structure�
therefore� does not unambiguously determine a sequence of derivational steps	� It is important for
us� therefore� to keep separate the concept of derived structure from that of derivation structure� a
representation of the history of a derivation	 The notion of derivation structure has a long history
within generative grammar going back to the T�marker in the theory of Chomsky ������ �����	
However� such structures have largely been ignored in recent work� perhaps because in a system
which builds structure one level of projection at a time� such as Chomsky�s� derived and derivation
structure are indistinguishable	 Consequently� it is simply unclear whether it is the derived structure

�Note that under the system of feature percolation proposed for the TAG framework by Vijay�Shanker ��	���� the
manner in which features are percolated in the two derivations of ��	� will be distinct� and the resultant structures
will be distinct� For empirical evidence supporting distinctions in these two modes of feature percolation� see Frank
and Kroch ��		��
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or the derivation structure that is the object of grammatical interest	�

As the reader may have noted� we use the term adjoining uniquely to denote the TAG operation�
while adjunction refers to Chomsky�s generalized transformation	� In Chomsky�s system� adjunction
structures� i	e	� those in which there are two segments of a single category� require the use of the
adjunction operation	 Indeed� all applications of the adjunction operation will result in adjunction
structures	 In a TAG� however� applications of adjoining need not give rise to adjunction structures	
This is clear in derivations using auxiliary trees like ���� where the foot node is not the daughter of
the root node	 The converse question of whether all instances of adjunction structures in derived
representations necessarily involve the adjoining operation� we leave open� though this identication
seems attractive	
Even in the restricted cases where the foot node is the daughter of the root� so that adjoining

and adjunction produce the same class of structures� adjoining nonetheless di�ers from Chomsky�s
adjunction operation and in much the same way that our substitution operation di�ers from GT	
In the case of substitution� we saw that when a DP structure was to be inserted as complement to
a verb� the DP node was already present in the elementary tree containing the verb	 On the other
hand� prior to the application of GT there is simply no DP node in the verb�s syntactic projection	
Comparing adjoining and adjunction� we see that the operation of adjunction adds a segment to
the node at which the adjunction takes place	 The recursive structure of an auxiliary tree� though�
guarantees that no nodes are added in adjoining	 The foot node of a �modication� auxiliary of
the type in ���� will be identied with the node to which the adjoining takes place and the root
node will become the additional segment of the projection to which an adjunction structure is being
added	 In both of these cases� then� we see that the TAG operations are �structure preserving� in
a strong sense� local congurational relations� for example the relationship of sisterhood� which are
determined at the level of the elementary tree never change during the course of a derivation	
With the formal machinery of TAG now laid out� the intuition behind a derivation in the system

should be clear� a derivation is simply a sequence of combinations of elementary trees using the
operations of adjoining and substitution	 To make this intuition precise� we will make use of
the notion of derivation structure mentioned above� the TAG analog of the Chomsky�s ������
����� T�marker	 A TAG derivation structure is a tree in which each node n corresponds to some
elementary tree � and each daughter of n� call it m� represents another elementary tree � � which
is either adjoined or substituted into � 	 In addition� the branch connecting a parent and daughter
in such a derivation structure is annotated with the node in the parent elementary tree that is the
locus of adjoining or substitution	 Since the derivation structure is a tree� the daughters of n in
the derivation structure� i	e	� the m�s above� may have daughters of their own� i	e	� � � may be the
locus for the adjoining or substitution of other elementary trees	 However� to guarantee that the
derivation structure is coherently denable� it must be the case that the elementary tree � � could
independently have substituted or adjoined into the elementary tree � 	 This restriction on possible
derivations imposes a context�free character on these derivation structures� and indeed it is the
case that TAG derivation structures� though not the derived structures� are strongly context�free	�

Beyond this formal characterization of a derivation� we can impose other restrictions on derivations�
for example that they must produce a structure rooted in CP� so as to guarantee the generation of
sentences	 Basically� however� the system operates freely once it is given a set of elementary trees

�In fact� we believe that it is the derivation structure which is paramount and derived structure plays no rule
other than serving as the input to the phonological component� Pursuing this matter here would take us far a�eld�

�To complicate this terminological mare�s nest� we should point out that in other work within the TAG framework�
the term adjunction is sometimes used to refer to the TAG operation� We will� however� maintain the strict distinction
in nomenclature between adjunction and adjoining� since it is crucial for the current discussion�

�For formal discussion of the de�nition of the derivation tree� see Vijay�Shanker ��	����
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to operate on	
Thus far� we have said nothing about the character of the atomic objects� the elementary trees�

which the TAG operations manipulate during the course of a derivation	 Indeed� the TAG formalism
says nothing whatsoever about this topic	 TAG provides only the machinery to combine elementary
trees once they are specied	 It is thus the responsibility of a theory of grammar which exploits
these formally dened operations to provide substantive conditions governing the well�formedness
of elementary trees	 Consequently� the adoption of the TAG operations does not implicate any
particular theory of grammar any more than the adoption of the operation of GT does	 Indeed
there has been work in the TAG formalism from the di�ering perspectives of Lexicon Grammar
�Abeill�e ����� Abeill�e and Schabes ������ Head�driven Phrase Structure Grammar �Kasper ������
and Government�Binding Theory �Kroch ����b� Kroch and Santorini ����� Frank ����� Hegarty
�����	
In our own work� we adopt a theory of grammar falling under the general rubric of �principles and

parameters theory�	 Language universal principles� as instantiated by the values of parameters set
for a given language� determine which elementary trees are licit in a derivation� all and only those
trees which satisfy these well�formedness conditions	 From this perspective� the set of elementary
trees that can be used in the derivations for the grammatical sentences in a given language has no
particular status	 Such a set is an entirely derivative object and focus on it obscures the primacy
of the underlying principles of grammar	
What then are the principles which govern the structure of elementary trees� Many answers to

this question are possible� and it is too early in the development of our research program for us to
o�er a denitive answer here	 Most of our research� however� has treated the elementary tree as
a relatively large structure� corresponding in the canonical case to a simplex clause	 For purposes
of this paper� we will adopt the Condition on Elementary Tree Minimality �CETM� proposed in
Frank ������� which requires that each elementary tree correspond to the extended projection of a
single lexical head� in the sense of Grimshaw ������	 The notion of extended projection is intended
to provide an enlarged domain over which a lexical head imposes its syntactic requirements by
including the syntactic projections of the functional elements which are associated with it	 Thus�
the extended projection of a verbal head will �optionally� include projections of I �or its constituent
projections T and Agr� depending on one�s view of clausal structure� and C� but may not extend
either further up into a superordinate clausal domain or down below into the projection of a
phrase appearing in a complement or specier position within the extended projection	 Likewise�
an extended projection of N may include projections of D and perhaps P� but may not include
structure which embeds this nominal extended projection� such as a VP	
The use of extended projections as the objects which are combined by generalized transformations

during the course of the derivation extends Chomsky�s proposal that the fundamental units of the
derivation should be X�bar projections	 See Frank ������ for arguments that the enlargement of this
minimal domain to extended projections is appropriate	 There it is argued that this enlargement
enables us to capture various dependencies as local constraints within the connes of the elementary
tree	
In addition to the CETM� we will also require that a modied version of the projection principle

hold for each elementary tree�	

���� Projection Principle �TAG version�� If � is a maximal projection which appears along
the frontier of an elementary tree � � then � is a member of a chain which has a member
that is selected in � � through either theta role assignment or predication	

�The licensing of nodes via predication is intended to cover the licensing of foot nodes in �modi�cation auxiliary
trees� such as ����� and also the subject position of predicates such as tough and easy�
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This version of the projection principle guarantees that all non�terminals which are present in an
elementary tree� as a site of substitution or as a foot node� must be independently licensed	 We
also impose the theta criterion as a well�formedness condition on elementary trees	

���� Theta Criterion �TAG version�� Given an elementary tree � � for every theta role R

assigned by a predicate in � � there must be a unique chain in � having a unique member
to which R is assigned	

Note that the theta criterion and projection principles are statable as constraints on elementary
trees exactly as a result of the property of local structure preservation that TAG derivations exhibit	
If non�terminal nodes could not appear on the frontier of the atomic objects that are composed
during the derivation� then we would clearly be unable to require that thematic structure be dened
on such representations	 Rather� we would need to delay until the point at which the phrase marker
had been constructed to check� for example� whether an element had been assigned a theta role	
This is exactly the state of a�airs in system of Chomsky ������	 Instead� by including these nodes
in the atomic objects� we can understand the inherently local nature of theta role assignment� and
node licensing generally� such processes occur internal to the elementary trees	 Indeed� one of the
goals of our enterprise is to understand what the character of locality conditions is	 One attractive
possibility that the model of grammar we are exploring suggests is that all grammatical principles
must be stated as well�formedness conditions on the atomic objects of the derivational system	 In
this view� once well�formed elementary trees are constructed� the compositional operations apply
essentially blindly without further constraints on the derived representation	
Note that in both the theta criterion and projection principle we have referred to chains within an

elementary tree � 	 As we will discuss in section �� we assume that a process of chain formation does
take place in grammatical derivations� but is entirely separable from the process of phrase structure
composition	 Among other things� this guarantees that only so�called economical derivations will
be licit without resorting to additional requirements such as shortest move	

� Cyclicity without the Extension Requirement

With the basics of the TAG framework laid out� let us examine the fate within this framework of
the problems for Chomsky�s GT and adjunction posed by the super raising examples discussed in
section �	 In the analyses given by Kroch and Joshi ������ and Frank ������� subject to subject
�movement� is not accomplished through a movement operation at all� but rather is the result of
the adjoining operation	 Consider the derivation of the example in ����	

���� Hugh seemed to like pizza	

We represent the subordinate innitival clause by the elementary tree in ����	 As a result of the
projection principle and theta criterion� all of the arguments to the predicate like are represented
inside of this structure	��

�	For the sake of readability� DP arguments are �lled in these elementary trees� However� according to the CETM
they could not be present in the same elementary tree as a verbal head� Thus� we will assume that they are inserted
using the substitution operation during the course of the derivation� prior to the application of the adjoining of
interest in this case�
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The elementary tree representing the matrix raising predicate is given in ����	
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Note that this structure lacks a position for the matrix subject	 This follows from the fact that
the projection principle as stated in ���� applies to elementary trees	 Such a subject position
would be unlicensed in the matrix tree� and therefore may not appear	 This lack of a �spec�ip�
position coupled with the recursive structure of auxiliary trees forces us to allow predicates to take
X� level projections as complements	 In particular� a head like seem� which does not license a
subject position and therefore only tolerates an I� extended projection as its elementary tree� must
be allowed to take an I� complement	
We can now apply the adjoining operation� inserting this auxiliary to the I� node in the elementary

tree in ����	 The resultant structure is as in �����
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In this derivation� there is no application of a movement transformation to take the subject from
one clause to the next� nor is there a trace left behind by the subject in its original position	��

��Of course� if we adopt the VP�internal subject hypothesis� then there remains the possibility of real transforma�
tional movement internal to the elementary tree from the VP�internal position to the �SPEC�IP� position� For an
alternative TAG�based proposal in which movement does not obtain even in this case� see Hegarty ��		
��
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Rather� what has happened is that the originally local structural relation between the subject and
its associated clause has been stretched during the adjoining operation	 Note� though� that since
the assignment of thematic roles is done at the level of the elementary trees� the absence of a trace
has no detrimental e�ect on our ability to interpret the derived structure	�����

Now consider how we might try to derive the ungrammatical example in ��� in the TAG�based
theory we are exploring	 The representation of the subordinate innitival clause must remain as
in ���� since the structure was dictated by the combination of the CETM� projection principle and
theta criterion	 In order to �move� the subject Hugh to the front of this example� we will evidently
need to adjoin in structure which expresses the lexical material seemed it is certain between Hugh

and to� something like the structure in ����	
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Under the conception of elementary trees as individual extended projections that the CETM pro�
vides� this structure cannot be a single elementary tree	 The lexical predicates seem and certain

��Nor does the absence of transformational raising block the analysis of familiar cases of scope ambiguity such as
�i��

�i� A unicorn seems to be in the garden�

In the elementary tree of the IP complement in �i� �that of A unicorn to be in the garden�� the subject of the IP
has scope over the I� at which adjoining takes place� This relationship can be taken to capture the wide scope
interpretation of a unicorn within this elementary tree� Under the assumption that the subject starts out in a
VP�internal subject position and then moves to the derived subject position within its own elementary tree� the
VP�internal trace would capture the narrow scope reading� To implement this solution� we assume the augmentation
of TAG with feature structure descriptions proposed by Vijay�Shanker ��	���� Pursuing this analysis would require
a rather extensive tangent to the main discussion� but no issues of principle arise�

��The analysis as given in the text does not block examples such as �i��

�i� � Hugh seems likes pizza�

There are a number of possible explanations for the ungrammaticality of this case� Perhaps the most straightforward
would invoke case in some fashion� either likes �or more accurately the tensed In�� is unable to assign its nominative
case or Hugh is improperly assigned case twice� Alternatively� we might understand the problem with �i� as a problem
related to Chomsky�s ��		
� notion of GREED� no adjoining is needed� so none may be performed� In order to express
either of these solutions� we will need some way of imposing constraints on the applications of adjoining� A range of
systems for integrating constraints into the TAG formalism have been proposed �Joshi �	��� Vijay�Shanker and Joshi
�	��� Vijay�Shanker �	���� The GREED solution can be expressed simply by imposing what Vijay�Shanker and
Joshi ��	��� called a null adjoining constraint �which blocks the possibility of adjoining� at the I� node of the Hugh

likes pizza elementary tree� Either of the case solutions can be expressed in terms of the proposal of Vijay�Shanker
��	��� which augments the nodes of an elementary tree with feature bundles that must be compatible with those of
other nodes which become local during adjoining� �See Frank ��		�� for further discussion�� We will not pursue the
question of which analysis is superior as it is largely orthogonal to our current concerns�
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must head distinct extended projections� and so the structure which is to be adjoined in must be
composed from distinct elementary trees	 Suppose that the auxiliary tree representing the clause
headed by seemed is as in ����	 We must combine this structure with the elementary tree for the
certain clause and then adjoin the result to the I� node of the elementary tree in ����	 However� the
representation of the certain clause must be rooted in IP� this clause licenses the expletive subject
it� presumably by some association with the clausal complement of certain	 Thus� we cannot simply
adjoin the seem I� auxiliary tree to the root of a certain IP auxiliary� as shown in ����� even if we
allow certain to take IP complements� since the node labels do not match	
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Also� there is no way to insert the expletive it into an I� structure as �spec�ip� during the course of
the derivation� since the adjoining operation can only introduce recursive structures	��

The only other way to derive the super�raising structure would be to combine the seem and
certain clauses using substitution and then adjoin the result	 That is� we would use elementary
trees such as the following�
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��As an anonymous reviewer points out� both our analysis and Chomsky�s ignore the possibility suggested by
Bennis ��	��� that the expletive it in �non�raised� versions of raising sentences is generated within the complement
domain of the raising predicate and is moved to the higher subject position� This idea could be adapted into our
TAG framework by assuming following structure for the complement clause�

�i� �IP it �I� I �CP � � � ���

A derivation of a an example like �ii� would then be identical to that for simple raising cases like �����

�ii� It seems that Hugh likes pizza�

The reader may observe that this analysis will still block the generation of the superraising cases� Unfortunately�
the structure in �i� violates the CETM and would represent a substantial departure from our current structural
assumptions� Thus� we put aside this possibility for the present�
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We could substitute the elementary tree in ����b into the IP node on the frontier of ����a yielding a
derived structure like that in ����	 The structure would have an I� root node and an I� node on the
frontier� and we might try to adjoin this structure to the I� node in ���� to derive the example ���	
However� this derivation is impossible	 TAG derivations require that the recursive pair of root
and foot nodes of auxiliary trees must be present in the auxiliary tree prior to its entry into the
derivation	 To see why this must be so� recall that a TAG derivation structure is a tree each of
whose nodes � represents an elementary tree � � and where the children of � correspond to other
elementary trees which have been adjoined or substituted into � 	 In the derivation we are currently
considering� the structure which is adjoined into the elementary tree in ���� is not an elementary
tree� but is instead a derived structure	 The question� then� is how the derivation structure looks in
this case	 Do we attach the node corresponding to the elementary tree in ����a as daughter of the
node corresponding for ���� or attach the node for the elementary tree in ����b� Neither of these
choices is adequate since neither of these elementary trees could by itself adjoin into ����	 However�
the derivation structure must be a tree� and hence have a unique root	 Therefore� no well�formed
derivation structure can be constructed in this case� and the derivation is blocked	
We are not blocked from performing adjoinings into an auxiliary tree � prior to the adjoining of

� into some other elementary tree� so long as the root and foot of the auxiliary � are preserved	
Indeed� such a sequence of operations would be needed in the derivation of examples involving
iterated subject to subject raising� like ����	

���� Hugh seemed �i� to be certain �i� to like pizza��

Here we use two I� auxiliary trees for each of the raising predicates� adjoining the seem tree rst
to the root of the certain tree� and then adjoining the result into the like tree	 Further� we can
construct a well�formed derivation structure of this sequence� the node for the like tree dominates
the node for the certain tree which itself dominates the node for the seemed tree	
We see� then� that the principles of elementary tree well�formedness prevent us from forming

a derived auxiliary tree of the appropriate size to derive the ungrammatical ���	 The auxiliary
tree must be recursive on I�� but the embedded clause must be a full IP	 This� coupled with the
restrictive TAG machinery prevents us from deriving instances of super raising	 Thus� the e�ects
of Chomsky�s extension constraint are captured without explicit stipulation	
Raising is but one example of a construction in which an element is moved successively from

one clause to the next� in each clause occupying an identical structural position	 Using the adjoin�
ing operation in a similar manner� we can account for all instances of putative successive cyclic
movement without transformational movement� but rather through the adjoining in of intervening
material	 Thus� to handle cases of successive cyclic wh�movement� we will� following Kroch ������
����b� and Frank ������� use a derivation similar to the one given above for raising� but where the
adjoining stretches the relation between an element in �spec�cp� position and its base generated
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clause	�� So long as elementary trees are constrained to have at most one landing site of a given
type� this type of derivation of successive cyclic constructions will have the same empirical coverage
as one which uses substitution with the extension constraint	 Since use of adjoining allows us to
eliminate the extension constraint� we are free to eliminate the distinction between substitution and
adjunction that Chomsky posited	 Thus� neither adjunct structures nor substitution structures�
recast into their TAG guises� will be required to extend their targets	

� The Local Nature of Form�Chain

In addition to the extension requirement� we have now eliminated the necessity for the derivational
operation of move�� in cases of unbounded dependencies usually accomplished through iterated
movement through identical positions in successively higher clauses	 Continuing in this spirit� let
us investigate the hypothesis that move�� is completely absent as a derivational operation	 In order
to pursue this we must consider the residue of movement not thus far replaced by applications of the
adjoining operation� movement which gives rise to �hybrid� dependencies� instances of movement
from an argument position to a non�argument position	
In the case of wh�movement� such hybrid dependencies abound	 The fronted element must

somehow get from its base position to the �spec�cp� position in which it takes scope	 As is especially
clear in cases of object extraction� there is no way that an instance of adjoining could accomplish
this dislocation	 Interestingly� under the current conception these hybrid dependencies can be
localized entirely within an elementary tree	 In the case of wh�movement� the hybrid dependency
entered into by the wh�element is between its base position and the �spec�cp� position of its own
clause	 The remaining dependencies are all iterated movements through positions of the same type�
i	e	� �spec�cp� positions of higher clauses	 These can all be handled using applications of adjoining
as discussed in the previous section	
Now� to account for these local hybrid dependencies� we can adopt Chomsky�s idea that there is a

fundamental �Form�Chain� operation� and for the purposes of this paper we will do so	�� However�
we will di�er from him in limiting the operation to applying within a single elementary object�
i	e	� an elementary tree� mapping that tree to another elementary tree	 For present purposes� the
following su
ces�

���� Form�Chain� Within an elementary tree� coindex an element in SPECwith a c�commanded
��position	��

To derive an instance of successive cyclic wh�movement� we can apply the Form�Chain operation
to the elementary tree in ����a to produce the elementary tree in ����b	��

��This case will be discussed in more detail in the next section�
��Other possibilities exist for creating �ller�gap dependencies and have been discussed in other TAG�based linguistic

work �cf� Kroch �	��� �	�	b� Frank �		�� Hegarty �		
��
��Note that if we were to alter our assumptions regarding phrase structure so that an A�chain containing a subject

could include traces or copies in �SPEC�VP�� �SPEC�TP� and �SPEC�AGRPS � positions� we might want to extend
this formulation of Form�Chain to allow more than one chain link to be generated in a single application �assuming
that economy considerations dictate that the formation of such a chain is comparable in �cost� to A�chains having
only a single link�� Nonetheless� the number of chain links which Form�Chain could create in such an extension would
remain bounded by some small number� as opposed to the potentially unbounded number of links created by the
Form�Chain operation as de�ned by Chomsky�

��Note again that the DP nodes have been �lled in in these elementary trees for readability� The CETM will�
however� require that such DPs be separate elementary trees since they constitute independent elementary trees�
The coindexation that results from the application of Form�Chain� though� will be represented entirely via the non�
terminals of the elementary tree� present as a result of the theta criterion and projection principle�
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We can then adjoin an auxiliary tree like the one in ����a� to the C� node in ����b� yielding the
structure in ����b	�	
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��For the structure in �
��a� we assume that do does not head its own VP projection but rather that it is generated
within the projection of some functional head� Thus� a single elementary tree may host do as well as another lexical
verb�
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As in the case of raising� we have here a predicate that takes a non�maximal projection as its
complement	 In the raising case� the complement is an I� �cf	 the auxiliary tree in ����� while here
we see that the verb think can select for a C�	 Again� the fact that this auxiliary tree root node
must be C� follows from the requirement that auxiliary trees be recursive structures	 Frank ������
suggests that the possibility of selecting a non�maximally projected clause� a C�� is exactly what
distinguishes the class of bridge verbs from the class of non�bridge verbs	 Bridge verbs may select
for a clausal complement with a defective complementizer system� i	e	� a C�� and are therefore able
to head an auxiliary tree like the one in ����a� and thereby enter into a derivation like the one
here	 Non�bridge verbs and verbs which take indirect questions� on the other hand� select a full CP�
and for reasons essentially analogous to those considered above for the super raising case cannot
take part in such a derivation	�� Acceptable instances of extraction from non�bridge verbs and
wh�islands employ a di�erent sort of derivation� one involving multi�component auxiliary tree sets	
See section � for some discussion� and also Kroch �����b� and Frank ������ for further details	
The Form�Chain operation given in ���� di�ers from Chomsky�s operation in that only one chain

link� and not an unbounded number of them� may be created in a single application	 We believe�
however� that this operation is nonetheless equivalent in its role in our theory to Form�Chain �as
opposed to move��� in Chomsky�s theory since it is su
cient to generate in one application all chains

�	Under Chomsky�s ��		� system in which the notion of maximal projection is de�ned relationally� the distinction
we exploit between maximally projected CPs and non�maximally projected C�s is not directly recoverable� either
CP or C� may be maximal� so long as it is not further projected� �Note that this is not true under Muysken�s
��	��� proposal where a C� projection could be characterized as ��projected��maximal��� Further� if we require for
a well�formed auxiliary tree only that both root and foot nodes be maximal projections in the relational sense� our
analysis of locality e�ects collapses� Observe� however� that even under Chomsky�s proposal� what we call CP and
C� projections must nonetheless remain distinct� at least for languages like English� Assuming that projections of
C	 may contain only a single speci�er� some property� presumably relating to feature content� must distinguish C�

from CP so that only the former tolerates the attachment of an element as speci�er� By requiring that root and foot
nodes be identical in this property� whatever it turns out to be� we can reconstruct our accounts of locality within
Chomsky�s bare phrase structure view�
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that occur	 This follows from the fact that� under our assumptions� any single clausal domain will
contain only a single link of any non�trivial chain� assuming instances of head movement involve
adjunction of successively larger complexes rather than substitution �cf	 Chomsky ����� ����� and
that Wh�movement proceeds directly to �spec�cp� without an intermediate A� landing sites	 Since
we generate unbounded dependencies by stretching such local dependencies through adjoining� a
chain with more than one link will simply never arise	��

This property of our version of Form�Chain yields the benet of resolving the tension in Chom�
sky�s system between two distinct notions of economy of derivation	 Chomsky points out the
problem posed by successive cyclic movement� if we are trying to minimize the number of oper�
ations in a derivation� we will have longer movements� if we try to minimize the length of chain
links� more operations will result	 His resolution of this con�ict is to replace the transformational
operation move�� by Form�Chain	 However� as we noted above� Form�Chain must be dened so as
to generate arbitrarily many instances of iterated successive cyclic movement� all in one step with
unit cost	 That is� given the representation in ����a� a single application of Form�Chain su
ces to
produce the representation in ����b	

���� a	 �cp e do you think �cp e that Bill said �cp e that Alice saw what���
b	 �cp whati do you think �cp t��i that Bill said �cp t�i that Alice saw ti���

In derivations using the TAG adjoining operation� this bit of creative accounting is no longer
necessary	 Form�Chain is constrained to apply entirely locally� and creates only a single operator�
variable dependency in its application	 Thus� Form�Chain applies in cases of successive cyclic
wh�movement just as it does in cases of local� i	e	� intra�clausal� wh�movement� it moves the wh�
element to the local �spec�cp� position	 Consequently� it introduces the same degree of cost in
each case	 In the framework we are adopting� the remaining cost associated with the derivation of
an example like ���� is associated with the application of the adjoining operation to produce the
layers of clausal embedding	 Thus� we will need rst to adjoin the auxiliary tree in ����a to the
root node of the auxiliary tree in ����a producing the derived structure in ����b� and then adjoin
this to the C� node of the elementary tree in ����b as before	
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It is clear that any sentences with the same amount of clausal embedding will require the same
degree of derivational complexity� whether there is a fronted wh�element or not	 The embedded
clauses must simply be integrated into the output structure using the system of generalized transfor�
mations that the grammar allows	 This complexity is una�ected by the fact that a local dependency
is being stretched during the course of an adjoining	��

� Eliminating Shortest Move

Note that we have not imposed restrictions on movement or chain formation of the sort suggested
by Chomsky� e	g	� the shortest move requirement� the minimal link condition� or the like	 Since
our version of Form�Chain operates only over individual elementary tree domains� this is perhap�
s unsurprising� the examples which motivated Chomsky ������ to invoke such conditions were
instances of inter�clausal dependencies exhibiting relativized minimality type e�ects �e	g	� super
raising� wh�island violations� etc	�	�� Under our analysis� these e�ects are derived from the char�
acter of the adjoining operation coupled with our restrictive notion of well�formed auxiliary trees	
We take this to be a positive step	 By con�ating the locality of long distance �or successive cyclic�
dependencies with that of clause�bounded phenomena� such as movement of the subject and object
to case checking positions� Chomsky ������ is forced to complicate considerably the idea of shortest
move� a notion whose elegant conceptual basis would have led us to expect a simpler realization	 In
particular� Chomsky denes a notion of minimal domain such that if two elements fall within the
same minimal domain� they count as equidistant for the purposes of shortest move	 In the absence
of head movement� a minimal domain includes precisely the inhabitants of a single XP projection	
Thus� movement which is shortest corresponds directly to our intuitive notion� each specier is in

��However� see Frank ��		�� where it is claimed that di�erences in the processing complexity of combinations of
elementary trees using substitution and using adjoining leads to di�erences in the complexity of acquisition of a range
of constructions�

��An exception to this statement is the locality e�ects inherent in head movement� However� see below for further
discussion of the ways in which inter�clausal head movement must be distinguished from these cases of inter�clausal
dependencies�
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a separate minimal domain� so no two are equidistant� and consequently movement to a specier
position must truly be to the closest one	 When a head X adjoins to another one Y� however� the
minimal domain is extended to include the occupants of both XP and YP	
Chomsky motivates this complication of shortest move through an intra�clausal dependency�

that involved in the raising of an object DP for case purposes	 Under Chomsky�s assumptions�
the object raises past the closest specier� i	e	� �spec�vp�� to the position in which its accusative
case is checked� i	e	� �spec�agrpO�� in apparent violation of the shortest move requirement	 If�
however� the verb adjoins to AgrO� the minimal domain of the verb is extended to include both
�spec�vp� and �spec�agrpO�� rendering them equidistant	 Thus� the object may move freely to
the higher position without incurring any economy violation	 Jonas and Bobaljik ������ present
what looks like strong empirical support for this domain extension machinery in their analysis of
Icelandic object shift	 They observe that the restriction of object shift �which they take to be overt
movement to �spec�agrpO�� to clauses in which the verb has raised� follows directly from the need
to extend the appropriate minimal domain	
Note that even if Chomsky is correct that the additional complication in the notion shortest

move is necessary� it is interesting to observe that it has e�ects only in intra�clausal and not in
inter�clausal dependencies	 To our knowledge� there have been no cases of inter�clausal movement
cited anywhere in the literature where the notion of shortest move must be extended beyond the
the intuitive one with the mechanisms of domain extension	 This is not to say that such a case
could not exist	 In particular� there is a way in which we could use this machinery to generate
instances of extractions from wh�islands like ����	

���� � Whoi do you wonder whatj ti ate tj�

To do this� suppose that the derivation has thus far produced the following structure�

���� �cp whatj �c� C �ip who ate tj���

Now� we select another C� head from the lexicon and apply GT targeting this head with the
previously derived CP	

���� �c� C �cp whatj �c� C �ip who ate tj ����

If� at this point� we try to raise the subject wh�element who the specier of this higher CP we
would violate shortest move	 However� if we adjoin the lower C� to the higher C�� this will extend
the minimal domain for the subject in �spec�ip� to include both �spec�cp� positions	 Thus� we can
produce the following structure without incurring any violations�

���� �cp whoi �c� �c Ck C� �cp whatj �c� tk �ip ti ate tj �����

All that remains to produce ���� is to extend this structure with the matrix clause and perform the
uncontroversial movement of who into the matrix �spec�cp�	 The structure in ���� results�

���� �cp whoi do you wonder �cp ti �c� �c Ck C� �cp whatj �c� tk �ip ti ate tj�����

There are a number of ways in which this derivation might be blocked setting aside the shortest
move requirement	 We might� for instance� appeal to the fact that indirect question complements
do not tolerate CP recursion �Iatridou ����� Iatridou and Kroch �����	 Nonetheless� given the
existence of the mechanism for redening what counts as the closest position� we should expect
that it is at least sometimes exploited in inter�clausal dependencies	 We take the fact that it is
not to indicate that Chomsky�s con�ation of inter�clausal and intra�clausal locality to be incorrect	
Rather� we suggest that what Chomsky described as the shortest move requirement is correct in
its simple and conceptually elegant guise� but holds only for cases of inter�clausal movement and
is not relevant for intra�clausal dependencies	
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With Chomsky�s system� this division is surprising and perhaps even unexpressible	 However�
given that division within our TAG framework between dependencies derived via Form�Chain and
those derived with adjoining� it is entirely comprehensible� the e�ects of the shortest move require�
ment are entirely derivative from the properties of adjoining	 The shortest move requirement itself
has no theoretical status and is simply a descriptive statement	 Consequently� we predict that
Form�Chain� the operation which creates intra�clausal dependencies� will not show signs of obeying
a shortest move requirement in any form	 This prediction is conrmed from cases of object shift�
i	e	� movement to �spec�agrpO�� which� in contrast to the situation in Icelandic� are not tied to
verb raising	 Two such cases are specic DP scrambling in Dutch �Koopman ����� and object
preposing in Mandarin Chinese �Ernst and Wang �����	�� Further support is provided by the
locality of head movement	 Under Chomsky�s system� this intra�clausal dependency should obey
the strictest version of the shortest move requirement� i	e	� one without domain extension� since
head movement cannot a�ect the relative closeness of head positions �since they do not belong to
a minimal domain� cf	 Chomsky �����	 The phenomenon of long head movement �Rivero �����
seen in the Balkan and Slavic languages� where participles and innitives may precede auxiliaries
in main clauses� provides evidence that this is not true	 Rivero analyzes this as verb movement
across an intervening head� occupied by the auxiliary� to C�	 As just noted� Chomsky�s proposal of
minimal domains does not extend to this case �but see Rivero ���� for a non�shortest�move based
alternative within the Chomsky�s framework�	 Strikingly� however� long head movement appears to
be uniformly clause bounded� and therefore may be properly analyzed as an instance of Form�Chain
applying within an elementary tree domain	 Once again� this points to the fact that intra�clausal
locality must be distinguished from inter�clausal locality in precisely the manner we have suggested	

� Long Movement

Thus far� the long distance dependencies we have considered are those ordinarily generated using
successive cyclic movement	 As is well known� there is another set of cases� commonly called �long
movement�� in which licit extraction takes place out of an island or skips some intermediate landing
site	 Extraction of complements from wh�islands� as in ����� is one example	

���� Which car did Sally wonder how to x�

Chomsky�s extension constraint on substitutions � coupled with the requirement that movement
always be to the closest landing site � uniformly blocks the derivation of such examples	 If the
DP which car moves rst to the matrix �spec�cp� skipping past the intermediate C projection�
subsequent movement of the wh�element how to the intermediate �spec�cp� will violate the ex�
tension requirement	 If instead the element how is inserted rst� then fronting of which car will
be impossible without violating the shortest move requirement	 Indeed� Chomsky takes this as a
virtue since this conspiracy of constraints blocks the derivation of illicit examples like �����

���� � How did Sally wonder which car to x�

However� if we are to make progress in understanding the di�erence between the cases in ����
and ����� it seems unlikely that the ungrammaticality of ���� should be derived from such �deep�
and invariant principles of the grammar	
Within the TAG conception of long�distance dependencies� this particular problem for generating

examples like ���� simply does not arise since it does not include the extension requirement	 One
might wonder� however� whether the analysis of wh�movement in TAG might not su�er from its

��Of course� this means that we must reanalyze the linkage between verb raising and object shift in Icelandic�
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own problems	 Let us consider how a TAG�based analysis of long movement cases might look	
Following the assumptions we have made� deriving example ���� requires applying Form�Chain to
some elementary structure such that we can insert the element which car into the �spec�cp� position
and also posit a c�commanded coindexed trace	 This elementary structure to which Form�Chain
applies cannot be the embedded clause� however� its presumably unique �spec�cp� position must
be lled by the wh�element how	 The only other possibility is that Form�Chain applies to the
elementary tree representing the matrix clause	 However� a problem arises in this application of
Form�Chain as well	 According to the formulation given above in ����� we must not only place
an element in the specier position� but must also posit an empty category in some c�commanded
position	 While there is an available �spec�cp� position this time� there is no position in which
we can place a DP empty category without violating requirements of the projection principle and
theta theory� there will be an argument chain which lacks a position that is assigned a theta role	
Thus� we are stuck	
It is curious that Chomsky�s system� with its shortest move and extension requirements� and

ours� with its seemingly quite di�erent denition of adjoining and CETM� run into such similar
problems in the analysis of long movement	 We think that this is suggestive of a deep similarity
between the two� though we leave a precise explication of this convergence for future work	 What
we will instead do in the remainder of this section� is consider possible extensions or relaxations of
our current assumptions which will allow us to account for the contrast between ���� and ����	 We
leave open the degree to which our suggestions can be transported into Chomsky�s framework	
As just mentioned� instances of long movement pose the following dilemma for the application

of Form�Chain� either we entirely avoid positing an empty category coindexed with the element
placed in �spec�cp�� which might result in a failure of interpretation of the wh�operator� or else we
continue to posit an empty category but somehow relax the assumption that it be within the narrow
domain of the elementary tree in which the operator is placed	 The rst of these options might
be applicable in the case of elements which are inherently operators� and are therefore directly
interpretable in the specier position in which they are placed during Form�Chain	 Indeed� this
might be exactly what takes place in cases of adjunct extraction �cf	 Williams �����	 If this view
is correct� it provides a hint of an understanding for the strict locality of adjunct extraction	 We
will not pursue this further here	
For wh�elements which are not inherently semantic operators� matters of semantic interpretation

force us to continue to posit the existence of a trace so as to form an operator�variable chain	 Thus�
we need to pursue the second of the options suggested above� that is allow for a relaxation of the
domain in which the coindexed empty category is posited	 The analyses of Kroch ����������b�
and Frank ������ do just this	 These analyses suggest that in cases like that in ����� Form�Chain
applies to the auxiliary tree representing the matrix clause� such as ����	��

��Note that Frank and Kroch in the papers just cited do not use the Form�Chain operation� However� we can
interpret their analyses in the terms of this paper as utilizing Form�Chain in the fashion suggested in the text�
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The result of this operation is a pair of auxiliary trees rather than a single elementary tree	 In
particular� an element is inserted in the �spec�cp� position in ���� to form the auxiliary in ����a�
and the coindexed empty category is realized through the degenerate single node auxiliary tree
in ����b which bears the index of the moved element	 We call this a degenerate auxiliary tree since
its foot and root nodes are not only identical in label� but are the same node	
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These two trees form a new kind of elementary object in the formal system� what we will call a
multi�component tree set	 The adjoining operation can now be generalized to operate over such
tree sets so that a multi�component auxiliary tree set� i	e	� a tree set consisting of auxiliary trees�
may adjoin into a single elementary tree when all the elements of the tree set are simultaneously
adjoined into the same underived elementary tree	 Note that all pieces of the auxiliary tree set must
be adjoined into a single elementary tree� and may not be dispersed throughout another auxiliary
tree set	�� To encode the requirement that the empty category be c�commanded by the wh�moved
element� we will posit a link which connects the degenerate auxiliary in ����b to the foot node of
the auxiliary in ����a which guarantees that when the two halves of the tree set are adjoined� this
domination relation is preserved	

��So long as this de�nition of adjoining over multi�component tree sets is obeyed� it can be shown that certain
basic formal properties of the TAG system� such as weak generative capacity� are una�ected by this generalization�
A number of other possible ways of generalizing the adjoining operation to the multi�component case� some more
powerful than the �benign� extension we adopt here� are considered in Weir ��	����
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Observe that the use of multi�component auxiliary trees in this fashion requires that we modify
the statement of the theta criterion and projection principle give above	 In particular� the licensing
requirements on the chain �in the projection principle� and the assignment of a theta role �in
the theta criterion� will obtain only over the domain of the tree set and not over its constituent
elementary trees	 We will� however� continue to impose the CETM as a requirement which all
component elementary trees in a multi�component tree set must satisfy	��

The multi�component version of the adjoining operation can now be used to derive example ����
by adjoining the two halves of the multi�component auxiliary in ���� into the elementary tree
in ����a at the CP root and at the DP complement position� yielding the structure in ����b	 To
avoid irrelevant complications �see Frank ������ for details�� we omit traces of the wh�adverbial
element how in the following representations	
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��In cases like �i�� we must allow a single extended projection to be spread out among the trees of a multi�component
auxiliary�

�i� What did Hugh seem to like�

Here� a multi�component set consisting of did and seem will adjoin into an initial tree for the lexical material of What

Hugh to like� See Frank ��		�� for further details of this analysis� We leave open the question of whether multi�
component auxiliaries must in general consist collectively of only a single extended projection� See Bleam ��		� for
a proposal to this e�ect�
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A point of interest in this derivation is that the empty category is present in the elementary tree
in ����a in spite of the fact that Form�Chain has not applied to this tree	 This need not be
cause for concern because� as we have commented in a number of places above� we have inserted
the material below the DP argument nodes in our examples only for the sake of readability	 In
actuality� the material dominated by DP in a verbally headed elementary tree must be inserted
during the derivation by substitution	 Thus� even in cases of insertion of an empty category in a
simple elementary tree� we must assume the existence of a DP elementary tree headed by an empty
category� as in �����

����
DP

D�

D

t

Thus� in the cases discussed in the last section� e	g	� the derivation of example ����b� the trace�
like all other DP elements� will be inserted into the elementary tree in ����b by substitution	 We
must therefore understand our statement of Form�Chain in ���� to govern directly the presence
of non�terminal maximal projections having appropriate features rather than the terminal strings	
The result of Form�Chain� then� is the presence of two non�terminals bearing identical indices in
an elementary object	 To guarantee that a wh�element and an empty category are inserted into
the appropriate sites� we will assume that substitution and adjoining are further constrained by
matching of sets of features at the site of the adjoining or substitution� essentially an extension of
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the requirement that the substituted or adjoined structure must bear matching node labels	
The function of the degenerate auxiliary in the multi�component auxiliary tree set in ���� is now

clear	 It serves to coindex the empty category already present in the elementary tree in ����a with
the wh�operator in ����a	 A question that now arises is what licenses the presence of the empty
category in object position in ����a if not an application of Form�Chain	 Let us suppose that we
allow such empty elements to be freely generated� but impose certain well�formedness conditions
on their presence	 Kroch �����b� suggests that such elements must satisfy a version of the ECP	
In particular� he gives a formulation of the ECP which governs the appearance of empty elements
in general� i	e	� both traces produces by Form�Chain and the foot nodes of auxiliary trees	 His
formulation is as follows�

���� Empty Category Principle �TAG version�� For any node X in an elementary tree �� if X is
empty� then it must either be properly governed or be the head of an athematic auxiliary
tree �i	e	� an adjunction structure like that in �����	

Kroch denes proper government as follows�

���� For any node X in an elementary tree �� X is properly governed if and only if one of the
following conditions is satised�

�	 the maximal government domain of X is the root node of ��

�	 X is coindexed with a �local� c�commanding antecedent in �	

This statement of the ECP is satised in one of two ways� then	 Either antecedent government
obtains� where antecedent government is trivially dened as binding within a single elementary
tree	 Alternatively� an empty element can satisfy a head government requirement by having its
maximal government domain be identical with that of the root of the elementary tree	 The notion
of maximal government domain of a node mentioned here corresponds to the highest projection p
such that the path from p down to the projection of the governor of the node in question passes only
through maximal projections which are themselves governed	 The maximal government domain of
an object DP trace in a simple sentence� then� will be the CP� since the path from this CP down to
the trace proceeds through the IP� which is governed by C�� and the VP which is governed by I��
and it is the head of this VP which itself governs the trace	 In essential respects� this corresponds
to the notion of g�projection of Kayne ������	
Returning to our discussion of long movement� the empty category in object position in ����a

satises the ECP via head government	 Its maximal government domain is identical to the root
CP� since the head governor of this trace is the verb whose projection is �canonically� governed by
I� whose projection is in turn �canonically� governed by C	 Antecedent government is impossible
since there is no antecedent within the same elementary tree	
This version of the ECP predicts then that this type of derivation for long movement will be

blocked whenever the unindexed trace in the subordinate clause is generated in a position whose
maximal government domain is not the root node	 Such a case arises in extraction from subject
position	 Indeed� such sentences are ungrammatical as the following example shows�

���� � Which cari did Sally wonder how ti was xed�

Similar considerations apply in the case of long�movement of an adjunct� as in ����	 If we assume
with Kroch that the adjunct trace is part of the subordinate clause elementary tree� then the fact
that it is not head governed results in an ECP violation and hence ungrammaticality	�� Finally�

��Frank ��		�� proposes an alternative formulation of the ECP� which preserves the basic structure of Kroch�s
analysis� but avoids generating the traces of adjuncts in verbally headed elementary trees� a move which seems at
odds with the view of elementary trees embodied in the CETM� Under Frank�s conjunctive formulation of the ECP�
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observe that the ECP also blocks the possibility of using multi�component adjoining to derive
instances of super�raising� since the trace in the lower subject position would not be properly
governed� just as in ����	

	 An Aside on Intermediate Traces

A salient property of the derivations and representations we have been discussing is the absence of
intermediate traces	 Since dependencies beyond the domain of a single clause are neither the result
of applying move�� nor Form�Chain� there can be no intermediate traces left by the movement from
�spec�cp� to �spec�cp�	 Intermediate traces have carried a fairly substantial explanatory burden
in grammatical theory	 If we can succeed in showing that our TAG analyses mimic the benecial
e�ects of intermediate traces without positing their existence� we will be rid of the troublesome
problems they raise� such as the question of their relevance to the ECP	
The most prominent motivation for intermediate traces has been their role in the characterization

of locality	 In the past few sections� we have seen brie�y how our TAG�based analyses maintain
locality of wh�dependencies in spite of the absence of intermediate traces	 See Kroch ������ ����b�
and Frank ������ for further discussion	 Another argument for the existence of intermediate traces
has stemmed from the phenomenon of complementizer agreement� as seen in Irish for example	
Frank ������ shows� however� that this phenomenon can in fact be handled within a TAG�based
derivation of wh�movement along the lines sketched here	 Further� the phenomenon of French
stylistic inversion� which was argued by Kayne and Pollock ������ to be sensitive to the presence of
an intermediate trace� has similarly been reanalyzed in a TAG�based analysis by Kroch and Joshi
������	 In each of these cases� the �derivational e�ects� of intermediate traces can be replicated
within a TAG�based theory	 What our TAG�based theory prevents us from stating is fortunately
never required� a truly global condition which is sensitive to the simultaneous presence of all the
traces of successive cyclic movement	
In the remainder of this section� we will investigate two more phenomena whose analyses have

relied crucially the existence of intermediate traces	 The rst of these involves so�called connectivity
or reconstruction e�ects� as discussed by Barss ������ among others	 The second concerns the
relationship between the locality of syntactic movement and scope interpretation	 We will argue
that the absence of intermediate traces has no ill consequences in either of these empirical domains�
and that a TAG�based treatment may even be empirically superior	

��� Connectivity E�ects and Intermediate Traces

It has been observed that the set of possible binders of an element can be altered by the movement
of a phrase containing it	 In example ����a� for instance� the re�exive herself cannot be bound by
the matrix subject	 However� if the DP containing it is fronted� this binding becomes possible� as
seen in ����b	�	

it is a failure of antecedent government which is the relevant factor in the case of long�movement of adjuncts� See
also Hegarty ��		
� for another alternative to locality theory in a TAG�based model�

��An anonymous reviewer suggests that the contrast in �	� derives from the fact that herself is construed as an
anaphor in �	�a and therefore must be bound to the closest subject� while in �	�b it is construed as a logophor and
is bound to the higher subject� The reviewer argues that these two possibilities are distinguished lexically in Dutch�
where the anaphor is zichzelf� but the logophor is d�rzelf��m zelf� Thus� the Dutch translation of example �	�b is
good only with d�rzelf �cf� Koster �	�� for examples and related discussion�� While the semantico�pragmatic notion
of logophoricity no doubt plays a signi�cant role in the phenomenon of re�exivity� we do not see how it would explain
the contrast induced by the wh�movement of the picture NP� In particular� it is unclear what blocks the logophoric
interpretation of herself in �	�a� but permits it in �	�b� Note that the putative Dutch logophors are also impossible
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���� a	 � Marshai thought that I painted a picture of herselfi	
b	 Which picture of herselfi did Marshai think that I painted�

It has been suggested that data like this can be accommodated by allowing the transformational
movement to be partially reversed or reconstructed at LF �cf	 Langendoen and Battistella ����� van
Riemsdijk and Williams ����� Clark ����� inter alia�	 Applying reconstruction in ����b� moving
the wh�phrase back to the intermediate �spec�cp�� yields a representation in which the re�exive
may be locally bound by the matrix subject	 Another account of these facts uses traces left by
movement as potential loci into which binding may occur �cf	 Gu�eron ����� Barss ����� Hornstein
����� inter alia�	 On such an analysis� the trace in the intermediate �spec�cp� provides a position
from which the matrix subject is an accessible binder for an anaphor� as shown in the following
example of overt wh�movement to this intermediate position�

���� Marshai wonders which picture of herselfi I painted	

Of course� in a TAG�based analysis of wh�movement� which neither exploits intermediate traces nor
allows the interaction of transformational movement with the derivation� neither of these solutions
is possible	 Therefore� if either of these accounts for such reconstruction e�ects were correct� we
would be at a loss to explain the binding possibilities in ����b	 Consider� however� the example
in ����	

���� Which picture of herselfi did Marshai wonder how�whether I had painted�

In this example� wh�movement has taken place out of a wh�island� and therefore has not left an
intermediate trace in �spec�cp�	 However� the binding possibilities are una�ected� the anaphor
herself may be bound by the matrix subject� just as in ����b� suggesting that both successive cyclic
movement through an intermediate CP and any resulting intermediate trace are irrelevant for the
purposes of anaphor binding in both ����b and ����	�� We conclude that what is going on in these
cases seems not to depend on the existence of intermediate traces� or on any process of syntactic
reconstruction	
Further evidence against syntactic reconstruction comes from changes in binding preferences	

Consider a re�exive within a �picture NP� in the direct object position of a ditransitive verb�

���� Alicei gave Helenj a picture of herselfj
i�

Both bindings for the anaphor seem equally possible here �which we indicate by the notation j  i�	
However� if this �picture NP� is fronted� we nd that preferences shift	

���� Which picture of herselfi�j did Alicei give Helenj�

Here� by far the more prominent reading of the anaphor is the one in which it is coreferent with the
subject �as shown by the notation i � j�	 If these cases involved reconstruction� then at the level at
which binding applies ���� and ���� would be indistinguishable	 Hence we would not expect there
to be a di�erence in binding preferences	

in cases like �	�a �Koster �	�������� Interestingly� however� clearly logophoric elements� such as the Ewe logophor ye
�Clements �	���� are indeed possible in such contexts� but are impossible in cases like �	�b �C� Collins p�c��� It seems
to us� therefore� that the distinction between the Dutch forms� and thus between the English cases in �	�� is not tied
to logophoricity� but rather to some structural notion� as Koster�s ��	��� structural analysis of the zichzelf�d�rzelf
contrast suggests�

�	A similar point has been made for Spanish in Campos ��		
�� Uriagereka �p�c�� points out to us that Barss notes
such data and takes them to argue for the proposal of Chomsky ��	��� where wh�movement proceeds by adjunction to
VP� On such a view� it is via the VP�adjoined position� that chain binding takes place� However� with Cinque ��		��
and Chomsky and Lasnik ��		
� we reject the possibility that wh�movement may adjoin to VP on both empirical
and theoretical grounds� hence we leave this option unexplored�
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Instead of a process of syntactic reconstruction or a device like chain binding� we will account for
these cases by allowing a subject to bind into an element in �spec�cp� of its own clause� following
Reinhart ������	�� Reinhart argues that the ungrammaticality of examples like those in ���� derives
from the fact that the subject is able to directly bind into the preposed PP� yielding a principle C
violation	

���� a	 � Near Dani hei saw a snake	
b	 � For Ben�si car� he�si asking three grand	
c	 � Ben�si problems� hei won�t talk about	

To show that the ill�formedness of the examples in ���� is not due to the conguration prior
to movement or some process of reconstruction� or equivalently to the relationship between the
subject and the trace� Reinhart cites examples similar to those discussed by Lako� ������ which
demonstrate that an object which c�commands an element in its base position and thereby induces
a principle C e�ect if it remains in situ� does not do so if the element is fronted	

���� a	 � Rosa showed himi her new tricks in Dani�s apartment	
b	 � I�m willing to give himi two grand for Beni�s car	
c	 � You can�t talk to himi about Beni�s problems	

���� a	 In Dani�s apartment� Rosa showed himi her new tricks	
b	 For Beni�s car� I�m willing to give himi two grand	
c	 Beni�s problems� you can�t talk to himi about	

This subject�object asymmetry has been overlooked in much recent work	 It is inconsistent with
standard accounts of reconstruction� but is captured directly under Reinhart�s suggestion that the
subject but not the object c�commands the fronted element	 Reinhart�s proposal allows us to
account for the possibility of binding of the anaphor by the subject in ����b and ���� since the
matrix subject is now able to bind into the fronted wh�phrase	 Similarly� the conguration in which
the subject binds the anaphor in ���� is distinct from that in which it binds it in ���� and we can
link the change in prominence of the readings to this di�erence	
Nevertheless� the grammaticality of examples like the following seems to suggest that we must

still sometimes allow binding to obtain via a trace in the base position�

���� Which picture of himselfi do you think that Herbi likes best�

However� within our TAG�based analysis of successive cyclic dependencies� this fact follows without
use of chain�binding� reconstruction or the like	 Recall that congurations relevant for anaphor
binding cannot be determined on the basis of the derived structure as this structure plays no role
in our model of grammar	 We must instead suppose that the relevant congurations are determined
by the structure of the elementary trees	 The translation of Reinhart�s proposal into this framework�
then� will allow a subject in �spec�ip� to command a fronted element� in �spec�cp� say� when the
two are both generated within a single elementary tree	 The straightforward derivation of ����
involves the use of an elementary tree containing both the lower subject and the matrix �spec�cp�
positions �cf	 the derivation using ����b above�	 The matrix clause is simply inserted between
these two elements during the course of the derivation using the adjoining operation	 Thus� the
desired binding obtains	 Accounting for cases like ���� is similarly straightforward	 Recall from
section � that cases of extraction from wh�islands make use of multi�component tree sets in which
the auxiliary tree corresponding to the matrix clause already contains the position for the fronted

��Of course� this description of Reinhart�s proposal is a bit anachronistic as she made rather di�erent theoretical
assumptions and therefore did not discuss principle C or �SPEC�CP�� Nonetheless� the translation of her analysis into
our current framework is clear� We leave open� however� the precise characterization of the command relation which
allows elements in �SPEC�CP� to be commanded by subjects�
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wh�element �cf	 �����	 Consequently� the matrix subject is able to command and hence bind the
fronted anaphor	
Consider next the example in ����b� which now appears problematic	 Here we seem to have a

case of a simple adjoining derivation in which the matrix subject is nonetheless able to bind an
anaphor fronted from the embedded clause	 However� nothing in our discussion thus far prevents
cases derivable using simple adjoining from having alternative derivations which involve the multi�
component derivations that are necessarily used for wh�island cases	 Under such a derivation
for ����b� the binding possibilities are predicted to be exactly like those in ����� thereby allowing
the matrix subject binding	
With these problems behind us� there remains one case we have not covered	

���� Which picture of herselfi do you wonder whether Alicei likes�

Here� the extraction from the wh�island forces a multi�component adjoining derivation	 Conse�
quently� the embedded subject cannot command the wh�phrase in its fronted position since they
do not reside in the same elementary tree	 In order to resolve this con�ict� we will adopt a weak�
ened version of the binding via trace of movement account� following Barss et al�� only for the
case of anaphor binding	�� In particular� we will allow an element � to command an element �
if � commands the tail of a chain whose head � dominates �	 This denition is needed in any
case to generate the second reading for an example like ����	 Locality conditions on binding will be
characterized in the usual fashion	 Using this extended denition of command allows the embedded
subject Alice to command the re�exive herself since the subject commands the tail of the chain of
the entire wh�phrase	 Note that this command condition remains a condition determined by the
structure of elementary trees since the set of elements dominated by the head of the chain whose
tail is the object trace is determined entirely by the choice of which multi�component elementary
tree is adjoined to the embedded clause	
This extension to our account of anaphor binding makes a number of predictions	 First is

the apparently correct prediction that wh�movement never removes any possibilities for anaphor
binding that exist when the moved element is in its base position	 The second prediction is that
certain re�exives should allow split antecedents	 This prediction derives from the extra possibility
of local command between an NP and an anaphor resulting from a subject�s ability to bind into
a fronted wh�phrase	 Thus� if we front a wh�phrase containing a re�exive but no local binder�
the re�exive can be locally bound either by the elementary�tree�local subject or by the subject
of the clause in which the trace resides	 In derivations using simple adjoining� these two will not
be distinguishable	 However� in multi�component derivations we should witness the simultaneous
binding by an embedded subject and a higher subject	 Surprisingly� this seems true� as shown in
the following case�

���� Which picture of themselvesi�j did Johni think that Maryj had bought�

Here� we assume a multi�component derivation� so that the matrix subject John binds the re�exive
via command into its local �spec�cp�� while the lower subject binds the re�exive via the trace in
the embedded clause	 This case contrasts in acceptability with one in which the two binders are
both subjects of higher clauses	

���� � Which picture of themselvesi�j did Johni think that Maryj said that I had bought�

��Examples like those in ���� show that such chain binding or reconstruction cannot be allowed to obtain for the
purposes of principle C� This dichotomy is perhaps indicative of a divergence in the nature of principles A and C� We
might take principle A to be a purely syntactic condition and therefore potentially sensitive to details of syntactic
representation such as the presence of traces� while principle C is non�syntactic� but instead a constraint on possible
interpretations �cf� Chomsky �		���
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Here� the dual binding is not possible since the trace is not elementary�tree�local to either of
the potential binders� and the wh�phrase cannot have simultaneously been generated in the same
elementary tree as both of the subjects	 If we alter this example slightly by placing the binders in
the lowest and highest subject positions� it improves markedly	

���� Which picture of themselvesi�j did Johni think that I said that Maryj had bought�

Here� the lowest subject can bind via the trace� while the matrix subject can bind directly into
the �spec�cp� position	 Also grammatical� as predicted� is the following example where the local
command relation between the middle subjectMary and the wh�element is present in the elementary
tree� but is interrupted during the course of the derivation by the adjoining of the matrix clause	

���� Which picture of themselvesi�j did you think that Maryi said that Johnj had bought�

��� Scope Asymmetries in Long and Short Movement

Let us now turn to a second case in which the existence of intermediate traces has been exploited�
that of scope dependencies	 Consider the derivations of ller�gap dependencies induced by our
version of the Form�Chain operation	 Those which require only the use of the simple adjoining
operation correspond exactly to the cases which are standardly assumed to involve successive cyclic
movement	 Derivations requiring the use of multi�component adjoining are exactly those cases
which involve long movement	 There is an important di�erence between the structures which are
induced by Form�Chain in the two cases	 In �local� applications of Form�Chain� the �moved�
element is placed in the specier of its own clause� while in non�local applications the moved
element is placed in an operator position of a clause higher than its own	
Let us suppose that we make the following minimal assumption concerning scope of quantica�

tional expressions� they receive scope in the position in which the application of Form�Chain places
them	 We now predict that there should be asymmetries in scope interpretation between instances
of long and of successive cyclic movement of quantiers	 In particular� we predict that all cases of
long�moved quantiers must take scope outside of the clause in which they are generated	
Data concerning the extraction of amount quantiers �AQs� suggests that this is indeed true	 As

discussed by Cinque ������ and Longobardi ������� the possible interpretations of an extracted AQ
such as how many books depend upon the nature of the extraction	 In ����� where the extraction
proceeds successive cyclically� or via simple adjoining� the sentence may be understood with either
of the interpretations in ����	

���� How many books did the editors decide to publish�
���� a	 For what number x� for some set of books b of cardinality x� the editors decided to publish

b	
b	 For what number x� the editors decided that for some set of books b of cardinality x they
will publish b	

In the rst of these� there is a particular set of books that is presupposed by the questioner � this
is evidenced by the wide scope existential quantier � while in the latter reading only a number
is at issue and no set is presupposed by the speaker	 Cinque labels these the referential and
quanticational readings� respectively	
Turning to cases of long movement of an AQ� we see that only the rst of these readings is

possible	

���� How many books did the editors wonder whether to publish�
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���� a	 For what number x� for some set of books b of cardinality x� the editors wondered whether
to publish b	

b	 � For what number x� the editors wondered whether for some set of books b of cardinality
x� they should publish b	

Cinque argues that the quanticational� but not the referential� interpretation of an AQ requires
antecedent government to obtain� and hence this reading is impossible in cases of long movement	
We can provide an alternative account of this asymmetry� observing that the di�erence between
the two readings lies in di�erences in the scope of the existential quantier over the set of books
provided by the AQ how many books	 Following our assumption concerning scope assignment� the
facts now reduce to the statement that an existential quantier receives scope in the clause in which
it is generated under Form�Chain	 In ����� the operator may be generated in either the matrix or
the embedded �spec�cp� positions� leading to either simple or multi�component derivations	 On the
other hand� in ���� the only position for the generation of the operator is in the matrix �spec�cp��
hence it must be interpreted as having wide scope	
It is interesting to observe that the recursive character of the TAG adjoining operation forces

us to analyze certain cases of extraction as involving multi�component adjoining which we might
otherwise analyze as successive cyclic movement	 In particular� extraction from nominals will
necessarily involve an application of Form�chain which yields a multi�component tree set� since the
target �spec�cp� position cannot be present in the same elementary tree as the base position	 A
�spec�cp� position would necessitate the presence of a CP projection� and hence a verbal extended
projection� while the extraction site is� by hypothesis� from the argument of a noun� and hence
presupposes a nominal extended projection� a violation of the CETM if both are present in a single
elementary tree	�� This leads us to the prediction that AQ interpretation should be unambiguously
wide scope� referential in Cinque�s terms	 This is borne out� as shown by the following data from
Italian �modied slightly from Longobardi ����� and English	

���� a	 Di quanti autori !e facile recensire i libri�
Of how many authors is it easy to review the books�

b	 How many books did she decide on the publication of�

In both English and Italian� only the interpretation which presupposes the existence of some set of
authors or books is available	
If this analysis is on the right track� it suggests that it may not be the fronted wh�element which

provides the interrogative force of a wh�question since matrix question force is retained regardless
of whether the derivation involves the generation of the wh�element in the subordinate clause�
resulting in simple adjoining� or in the matrix clause� resulting in multi�component adjoining	 The
semantic force of the AQs we have been considering is rather the existential quantier whose scope
we have seen to vary	 Thus� we might suppose that the interrogative force of a wh�question resides
in a head bearing appropriate features� perhaps the Q�morpheme of Baker ������	 This view is
consonant with proposals such as that of Rizzi ������� where the ��WH� features on the C� head
attract the movement of the wh�operator	 Such a proposal might also allow us to understand the
curious phenomenon of wh�imperatives discussed by Reis and Rosengren ������ where a fronted
wh�element in German takes subordinate clause scope� despite its sentence initial position	

��In fact� Stowell ��	�	� does analyze extraction from nominals as movement through a �SPEC�DP� escape hatch
in exactly parallel fashion to movement through the clausal �spec�cp� escape hatch� The facts concerning AQ inter�
pretation remain unexplained on his account� needless to say� We should point out also that extraction of AQs from
gerunds behaves like that from clauses and not nominals� In other work �Frank and Kroch �		�� we have used this
and other data to suggest an IP analysis of gerund structures�
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���� Welches Buch sag mir da" du gelesen hast
which book tell me that you read have
Tell me which book you have read�


 Conclusions and Directions

To sum up� this paper has investigated some of the consequences of an alternative system of
generalized transformations to that proposed in Chomsky ������	 Our TAG�based proposal� based
on the operations of adjoining and substitution� shares with Chomsky�s system the elimination of a
D�structure level of representation	 However� it solves certain conceptual inelegancies of Chomsky�s
extension requirement by eliminating entirely the grammatical relevance of such a requirement	
Further� we have explored the analysis of so�called successive cyclic and long wh�dependencies
within our framework and found that the operation which creates antecedent�trace dependencies�
what we call Form�Chain following Chomsky� may be uncoupled from the process of phrase structure
composition	 This separation allows us to understand the locality of such dependencies without
out appeal to economy conditions� locality follows from the very architecture of the grammar	
One question which we�ve left open here concerns the interface between syntax and the conceptual�

intentional systems� what in Chomsky�s system appears as the level of Logical Form	 This is no
accident� our derivations do not explicitly include a syntactic level of LF	�� It is worth noting
that� thus far� the only role we have assigned to the phrase marker that is constructed during a
TAG derivation is that of determining the order of the words in the sentence	 We have appealed
to no grammatical well�formedness conditions which constrain the character of the derived phrase
marker	 Indeed� we believe that feeding the phonology is the only role of this derived structure	
As for the interface to conceptual�intentional systems� our proposal would be to follow the line
taken in the earliest work in generative grammar �cf	 Chomsky ����� ������ the object relevant
to interpretation is the structure which records the history of derivational steps� the T�marker or
derivation structure	�� Naturally� this assumption has a great many consequences that go beyond
the scope of the present article and we are pursuing them in on�going work	

��We should point out that it is possible to enrich the system of derivations we have presented thus far so as to
incorporate a level of LF� This is done by utilizing the mechanism of synchronous TAG proposed by Schabes and
Shieber ��		��� In this way� it is straightforward to recast virtually all of the standard LF analyses�

��A historical aside is perhaps appropriate at this point� Along with the demise of generalized transformations
in Chomsky ��	��� came the removal of T�markers� As we discussed in the introduction to this paper� the change
resulted to a large degree from the excessive expressive power that T�markers allow� In particular� one would expect
there to exist within the grammar constraints on the T�markers themselves� perhaps ordering constraints among
the generalized and singulary transformations� which exhibit cross�linguistic variation� as had been observed with
singulary transformations alone� Yet� such conditions were found to be unnecessary� and it was concluded that
T�markers were a representational excess� However� an alternative line might have been followed� as suggested by
Fillmore ��	�
�� He proposed a model of grammar which utilized generalized transformations in a somewhat restricted
fashion� One feature of his model was that the application of generalized and singulary transformations could not
intermingle in arbitrary ways� and in fact intermingled only in the ways actually observed� Bach ��	��� presented
further empirical support for Fillmore�s proposal�
Our TAG�based model di�ers from the pre�Aspects proposals in blocking interaction between generalized and

singulary transformations �in a way rather di�erent from Fillmore� since the latter do not exist as derivational
operations in the same way as the former� From this� we can see that the analog of the T�marker in our theory the
derivation structure� is an extremely restricted formal object� �It can� in fact� be shown to be a context�free generable
tree structure�� Given the return of generalized transformations in the minimalist framework� one wonders what the
status of that framework�s correlate of the T�marker might be�
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